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EXTEND THE VALUE OF PNEUMATIC, ELECTRIC & SOLAR PUMPING
Cartridge Seal Plate
Cartridge seals prevent a
well’s liquid from entering
the drive cylinder above
the wellhead. Advanced
Blackhawk technology
has significantly improved
the efficiency and life of
cartridge seals, available in Buna, Viton and brass.
Pop-out seal cartridges can be switched out in less
than one minute.

Conductivity Probes
Probes can be set to turn
an electric pump on or off
based on liquid levels. Two
probes in the well or sump
are set to desired high and
low liquid levels and work
by measuring the conductivity of an electric charge
between the two probes in the liquid. A third probe
acts as a ground.

Cycle Counter
The unit counts each full
up-and-down cycle of a
pneumatic pump’s drive
rod. The compact counter,
roughly 2” wide, 4” deep
and 1” thick, is powered
by filtered, compressed air
with no oil required.

Cylinder Oiler
The pneumatic-pressuredriven unit ensures that
moving parts inside the
drive-motor pneumatic
enclosure receive proper
lubrication. Incoming
air pressure pushes tiny
amounts of oil into the cylinder. For maximum
pumping life, the cylinder oiler is often attached
after a filter regulator.

Filter Regulator
This pneumatic device
combines a filter and a
pressure regulator into
a single unit. The filter
removes solid and liquid
contaminants from incoming
air. The regulator modulates incoming air pressure
to provide the driver with consistent pressure,
which is monitored by the pressure gauge. For
maximum pumping life, the filter regulator is often
attached to a cylinder oiler.

Floating Product
Recovery Tool
The LNAPL floating-product
recovery attachment is an
automated skimming system
for free- product from
2-inbch or larger wells. The
skimmer attaches to the lower end of a Blackhawk
Anchor Electric Pump®. No other attachments or
accessories are required.
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Flow Meter
The piston-pump flow meter
is a velocity-type single-jet
totalizing meter that counts
gallons of liquid flowing
from the pump’s discharge
tee

Liquid Level Control
The dual-level pneumatic
pump controller turns the
pump on and off based
on liquid levels and is for
use with any pump with
5-120 psi standard-quality
air supply. Features include an easy-readout level
gauge; air filter and moisture trap, ½-inbch tubing
or ¼-inch NPT connections and a weatherproof
enclosure.

Pitless Adaptor

Power Supply
Converter

Pitless adaptors allow the
connection of the pump’s
riser pipe an underground
discharge. The adaptor
consists of two units, one
on the well casing below
the frost level, and the other connected to the riser
pipe. They combine to make a 90-degree elbow
through the side of the casing to discharge below
surface.

The unit, used with the
Blackhawk Apollo™ pump,
converts incoming 120, 240
or 480 volt AC to 24 volt DC,
which powers the Apollo’s
linear-rod driver.

Programmable
Pump Control Timer

Programmable Logic
Control

A simple and inexpensive
AA battery-driven unit that
operators can program to
turn a pump on and off on
a set schedule – by minute,
hour, day and week. The schedule can be overridden
and reset at any time. The unit has an extralarge readout screen, displays program status and
connects easily to the incoming air hose.

This multi-function device
can program run times to
the second, dwell settings,
time-of-day on and off, and
other unique operational
programming needs. The logic controller works with
other devices for remote monitoring and external
switching.

The best-performing environmental pump in the business
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Pressure relief valve
The valve is used to control
or limit the pressure that
can build up by a clogged
outlet or system failure.
Blackhawk’s pressure relief
valves feature an accurate
set pressure, a wide range
of cracking pressures, positive reseats at high
percentage of cracking pressure and zero leakage to
95 percent of cracking pressure.

Pressure transducers
Transducers control
liquid levels in the well
by monitoring down-well
liquid pressures to turn
the Blackhawk Anchor
Electric Pump® on or off
when preset high and low
parameters are reached. The transducer generates
an electric signal in the liquid to trigger the on-off
switch mechanism. A large digital display allows
easy monitoring and setting adjustments.

Rod lubricator
The auto-lube is a batterypowered devise that injects
minute, pre-set amounts of
lubricant, usually oil, to the
drive rod over long periods
of time. It is attached at the
stuffing-box seal plate’s lube
point. The screw-in cartridge is made from recycled
polymer and can be replaced in 60 seconds. Users
choose from four time-release settings, up to 12
months. The auto lube operates to 140 psi.

Solar charge
controller
The controller monitors
varying voltage from the
solar panel and then feeds
the proper amount of steady
24v DC current to the
Blackhawk Apollo™ linear-rod driver. The controller
also moderates the run speed and can slow the
pump to allow motor operation without the sun

Solar on-off timer

Speed control

The simple, batteryoperated device converts
a flip-switch toggle into
a programmable timer to
manage solar pumping.

The electric-panel-mounted
dial sets user-directed
speeds from 4 to 21 strokes
per minute; a range of 10 to
50 hz.

The best-performing environmental pump in the business
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Solar-powered
pneumatic pump
controller
The unit manages air
consumption by turning the
pneumatic supply on and off
based on level sensors in the
well or sump. A solar panel charges a maintenancefree gel battery for reliable, stand-alone power
to the internal programmable logic controller that
opens and closes an air solenoid. The unit is suitable
for virtually any location.

Well seals
Blackhawk HDPE flanged
and compression seals are
available in 4, 6, 8, 10, and
12 inch sizes.

Visit www.blackhawkco.com to see why motors above the wellhead
mean less-costly, more compliant, safer operations.

The best-performing environmental pump in the business
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